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Season 3, Episode 7
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Good Luck Jessie: NYC Christmas



When Teddy Duncan (Bridgit Mendler) gets accepted into a college in New York City, she goes to New York, alongside her brother P.J. (Jason Dolley), and meets up with Jessie. When a blizzard traps P.J and Teddy in New York City, Jessie and the Ross kids try to get them back to Denver the rest of the Duncan family go and get them as well. Meanwhile in Colorado, Gabe (Bradley Steven Perry) is being a scrooge.
Quest roles:
Bridgit Mendler(Teddy Duncan), Jason Dolley(PJ Duncan), Dana Daurey(Marcy), Mia Talerico(Charlie Duncan), Samantha Boscarino(Skyler), Leigh-Allyn Baker(Amy Duncan), Bradley Steven Perry(Gabe Duncan), Eric Allan Kramer(Bob Duncan)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
29 November 2013, 20:30
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